**Introduction week. Master in Applied Ethics 2021-2022**

**August 23**
10.15-11.00 Introduction: *Welcome, introduction to the program* (LL). *Practical information* (MW). Venue: Hopefully, one of the lecture halls of the Key Building at Linköping University, but in worst case zoom. More information will follow on where the introduction week will take place.

11.15-12.00 Lecture/seminar: *What is applied ethics?* (LL)

13.00-14.00 Introduction/seminar: *Introduction to argumentation in applied ethics* and *How to write an academic paper in applied ethics?* – see below. *Introduction to Advanced Academic Studies* (LL).

**August 24**
10.00-12.00 Student group work

13.00-14.00 Lecture: *Social and Political Ethics & Globalization and Global Justice: Introduction to Courses* (LL, EP)

14.00-17.00 Student group work

**August 25**
10-11 Lecture: *Business Ethics: Introduction to Course* (LL)

11-12 Lecture: *Biomedical Ethics: Introduction to Course* (KZ)

13-17 Student group work

**August 26**
12.00-13 Lunch seminar with catered lunch packages.

13.00-14 Lecture: *Ethics and Migration* (EP)

14.00-16 Seminar: *Students’s Work* (LL)

**Argumentation in applied ethics and How to write an academic paper in applied ethics?**

Students are introduced to argumentation analysis in applied ethics and how to write papers in applied ethics. The work is done both in class and in groups. The following seminal articles are used as examples (and they also relate to the introductory lectures):

Raanan Gillon, Medical Ethics: Four Principles plus Attention to Scope
[https://www.researchgate.net/publication/15155348_Medical_Ethics_Four_Principles_Plus_Attention_to_Scope](https://www.researchgate.net/publication/15155348_Medical_Ethics_Four_Principles_Plus_Attention_to_Scope)

Peter Singer: Famine, Affluence and Morality ([http://www.utilitarian.net/singer/by/1972----.htm](http://www.utilitarian.net/singer/by/1972----.htm))
Joseph Carens: Aliens and Citizens: The Case for Open Borders
(http://links.jstor.org/sici?sici=0034-6705%28198721%2949%3A2%3C251%3AAACTCF%3E2.0.CO%3B2-I)

LL = Lars Lindblom
EP = Elin Palm
KZ = Kristin Zeiler
MW = Monica Wise